Image potential states on metal surfaces: binding energies and wave functions
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Abstract

We present self-consistent pseudopotential calculations of both surface and image potential states on simple metal surfaces: Li(110), Na(110), Be(0001), Mg(0001), Al(100), and Al(111). The local density approximation (LDA) is used to describe the one-electron potential inside the film and in the surface region. In the vacuum space (at \( z > z_{\text{im}} \)) the LDA potential is replaced by the image potential. A one-dimensional potential proposed recently is constructed for 14 simple and noble metal surfaces. By using this model potential we study wave functions and binding energies of the image states and also image plane position trends for these metal surfaces. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A metal surface generates electron states that do not exist in a bulk metal. These states can be classified into two groups according to their charge density localization relative to the surface atomic layer: intrinsic surface states and image potential states. The intrinsic surface states, predicted by Tamm [1] and Shockley [2], are localized mainly at the surface atomic layer. The image potential states are generated by a potential well formed by the Coulomb-like attractive image potential barrier \( V(z) = -\frac{1}{4} (z - z_{\text{im}}) \) and the repulsive surface barrier [3–9]. This potential well gives rise to the image potential states localized mostly in the vacuum region of metal surfaces (beyond the image plane position \( z_{\text{im}} \)) [3,4]. In a hydrogenic model these states form a Rydberg-like series with energies [3,4]

\[
E_n = -\frac{0.85 \text{ eV}}{(n + \alpha)^2},
\]

converging toward the vacuum level \( E_0 = 0 \). The lifetime \( \tau_n \) of these states scales asymptotically with the quantum number \( n \) [3,4]. In Eq. (1) \( \alpha \) is a quantum defect that depends on the surface of interest. In particular, it depends on the width of the energy gap and its position relative to the vacuum level.

The binding energies of the image states have been extensively measured by inverse photoemission (IPE) [5,6,8–11], two-photon photoemission...
(2PPE) [12–14] and time-resolved two-photon photoemission (TR2PPE) [15–18] techniques. These measurements have provided highly accurate data of image states binding energies at surfaces of many noble and transition metals, such as Cu(100), Cu(111), Ag(100), Ag(111), Au(100), Au(111), Ni(100), Ni(111), Pd(111), Fe(110), Co(0001), Ru(0001). Information on the exchange splitting of such states has also been obtained [11, 19–21]. Intrinsic line widths of image states associated with electron-hole pair excitations have been measured by means of 2PPE [14] and TR2PPE [16–18, 22]. 2PPE measurements give a value of 5–25 fs for the lifetime of the first image state on many noble and transition metal surfaces [14]. The most recent TR2PPE measurements have given 40–50 fs for the first image state on Cu(100) and Ag(100) [17, 23], 15–18 fs for Cu(111) [16, 23], and 30 fs for Ag(111) [24]. Moreover, Höfer et al. [17] have measured the lifetime of the first six image states on Cu(100) using TR2PPE in combination with coherent excitation of several quantum states.

Many model and first-principles calculations have been performed to obtain binding energies and wave functions of image states [3, 4, 9, 25–45]. In particular, it was shown that for surfaces like Cu(100) and Cu(111), on which the first image state is located in the middle and at the top of the s–p energy gap respectively, different parametrized models give the binding energies in quantitative agreement with experimental results [9, 30, 46], whereas wave functions of these states are reproduced only semi-quantitatively. First-principles calculations of the electronic structure of metal surfaces give an accurate description of wave functions and binding energies of both the surface and image states [25]. These evaluations with various degrees of sophistication have been performed for image states lying inside the energy gap, i.e. separated from bulk states, for Cu(100) [25], Ni(100) [39], Fe(110) [27], Au(100) [42], Ag(100) [43], Pd(100) [45], and Pd(111) [45]. Resonance image states that exist outside the energy gap and degenerate with bulk states have been computed as well. These calculations were performed within both the slab model (pseudopotential calculations) [30, 40, 41, 45] and semi-infinite crystal model (the embedded method and the layer KKR method) [39, 44, 47] for Al(100) [38, 40, 45], Al(111) [40, 41, 45], Fe(110) [47], and Fe(100) [44].

Despite extensive measurements of image states on noble and transition metal surfaces, there is only one surface of simple metals on which the Cu(100), Cu(111), Ag(100), Ag(111), Au(100), Au(111), Pd(100) [45], and Pd(111) [45]. Resonance image states lying inside the energy gap, i.e. separated from bulk states, have been computed as well. These calculations were performed within both the slab model (pseudopotential calculations) [30, 40, 41, 45] and semi-infinite crystal model (the embedded method and the layer KKR method) [39, 44, 47] for Al(100) [38, 40, 45], Al(111) [40, 41, 45], Fe(110) [47], and Fe(100) [44].

Despite extensive measurements of image states on noble and transition metal surfaces, there is only one surface of simple metals on which the Cu(100), Cu(111), Ag(100), Ag(111), Au(100), Au(111), Pd(100) [45], and Pd(111) [45]. Resonance image states lying inside the energy gap, i.e. separated from bulk states, have been computed as well. These calculations were performed within both the slab model (pseudopotential calculations) [30, 40, 41, 45] and semi-infinite crystal model (the embedded method and the layer KKR method) [39, 44, 47] for Al(100) [38, 40, 45], Al(111) [40, 41, 45], Fe(110) [47], and Fe(100) [44].
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needed. Deisz et al. [55], Gao and Lundqvist [56], and Osma et al. [58] have demonstrated the important role of final states, in particular the surface states, in the decay of image states. First-principles calculations of the image states lifetimes are limited by the complexity of a description of the screened Coulomb interaction for large systems [52–55]. Therefore, for practical calculations of the lifetime, a model that includes an accurate description of the binding energy and spatial behaviour of both the image and surface states is needed.

Recently, a model potential that has a constant value in the \( x, y \) plane and varies in the \( z \) direction was proposed by Chulkov and coworkers [51,57] to evaluate wave functions and binding energies of image states and also lifetimes of these image states. The key parameters of this potential reproduce experimental or first-principles calculation values of the energy gap and energies \( E_0 \) and \( E_1 \) of the intrinsic or resonance surface state \((n=0)\) and the first image state respectively. Preliminary calculation results for Li(110), for copper and silver surfaces, have been presented in Ref. [51]. We here apply this model to the simple metal surfaces of Na(110), Be(0001), Mg(0001), Al(100), and Al(111) and also to the (100) and (111) surfaces of gold and palladium. We also give an extended analysis of the model potential calculation results for lithium, copper and silver surfaces. A description of the potential is presented in Section 2. The results of the model potential calculations and discussion of binding energies and wave functions of image states and, also, of image plane positions for the simple and noble metal surfaces, are given in Section 3. The parameters of the potential for all surfaces of interest are given in Appendix A.

In this study we also present first-principles pseudopotential calculations of resonance image states on simple metal surfaces. We show that for all these surfaces the binding energy of the \( n=1 \) image state lies in an energy interval \( 0.7–0.9 \) eV below the vacuum level. We demonstrate that the Be(0001) surface is the best candidate among the simple metal surfaces to observe the first resonance image state experimentally. In contrast to the aluminium, magnesium, and sodium surfaces, it manifests a pronounced peak in the density of states corresponding to the first image state. The pseudopotential method is briefly described in Section 2, and in Section 3 we present the results of the pseudopotential calculation of simple metal surfaces. General discussion and conclusions are placed in Section 4.

2. Calculation methods

To calculate the electronic structure of simple metal surfaces we use a self-consistent pseudo-potential method and a supercell technique. The norm-conserving non-local ion pseudopotential of lithium is generated according to Ref. [60], the norm-conserving ion pseudopotentials of Na, Be, Mg, and Al are constructed according to Refs. [61,62]. A local density approximation (LDA) is used for the exchange-correlation potential [63,64]. The calculations are carried out for 19–27-layer films. As the LDA does not reproduce the correct asymptotic behaviour of the image potential in the vacuum, the final iteration is carried out with the use of a modified potential that for \( z < z_{im} \) is the self-consistent LDA one and for \( z > z_{im} \) is given by Eq. (5) (see below). At this iteration the vacuum interval between consecutive films is chosen to be large enough (~20 interlayer spacings) to describe accurately the first image state wave function. For Li(110) this interval has been increased in order to describe also the second image state. The image plane position \( z_{im} \) is obtained as the centre of gravity of the charge density induced by a weak static electric field [51]. The values of \( z_{im} \) obtained in this way agree in general with those found in self-consistent calculations of linear response of a jellium to an external electric field [65] and with those values obtained in calculations that take into account the non-local exchange-correlation contribution to form the correct asymptotic behaviour of the image potential [38,45,67]. At the same time, our \( z_{im} \) is always smaller than \( z_{im} \) obtained from the jellium model as a centre of gravity of the induced charge density [65]. This trend is caused by the effects of the crystal structure of a film. A similar trend was found by Serena et al. [68] for Li(110), by Heinrichsmeier et al. [45] for Al(100) and Al(111),
and also by White et al. [69] for Al(111). In the jellium model the dependence of $z_{\text{im}}$ on the crystallographic face is determined by half an interlayer spacing $z_{\text{im}} = a_{s}/2 + z_{\text{im}}^{\text{rel}}$, where $a_{s}$ is the image plane position defined relative to the jellium (geometrical) edge and $a_{s}$ is the interlayer spacing. The factor $a_{s}/2$ gives artificially strong dependence of $z_{\text{im}}$ on the crystallographic face. Because of this we compare our $z_{\text{im}}$ with the jellium calculation results only for close-packed BCC(110), HCP(0001), and FCC(111) surfaces. The electronic self-energy calculations performed within the GW approximation [38,45,69] and the weighted-density approximation [67] place the image plane position closer to the surface atomic layer than our calculations do. This shift of $z_{\text{im}}$ image plane position closer to the surface atomic layer than our calculations do. This shift of $z_{\text{im}}$ is dictated by the exchange correlation interaction of an electron being in an image state with remaining electrons of the system. The image plane position differences between our results and data of Refs. [38,45,69,70] do not influence significantly the binding energy of the first image state (this influence is practically negligible for the second and higher terms of the Rydberg series). For instance, for Li(110), a change in $z_{\text{im}}$ of 0.6 e/a.u brings a change of about 0.06 eV in $E_{1}$. For other simple metal surfaces, such as Be(0001), Al(100) and Al(111), the corresponding change in $E_{1}$ is of order of 0.10–0.15 eV. A similar slight dependence of the $E_{1}$ value on the image plane position was found by Nekovee and Inglesfield for Ni(100) [39].

The amplitude of image states is located relatively far from the surface [3,4,25] and, consequently, the effect of surface corrugation on these states is practically negligible [3,4,25]. This is the case for all surfaces studied in the present work and, therefore, a one-dimensional model is applicable to these surfaces. One exceptional example of strong influence of the surface corrugation on image states, namely the Be(1010) surface, has been studied [71]. Many one-dimensional potentials have been proposed to study binding energies and wave functions of image states [9,30–37]. As a rule these potentials are not smooth; they are continuous outside the crystal, but the first derivative is not a continuous function. These potentials have been constructed in order to calculate binding energies of image states for comparison with experimental results, and the image plane position was used as a fitting parameter of a model. Our potential and its first derivative are continuous everywhere in space. The energies $E_{0}$ and $E_{1}$ of the surface state and of the first image state respectively are the fitted parameters. We obtain $z_{\text{im}}$ as a consequence of the model. For a description of the surface electronic structure we present a one-dimensional periodic-film model with large intervals between films. In this model the full screened potential has a constant value in the $x$, $y$ plane and varies in the $z$ direction as

$$V_{1}(z) = A_{10} + A_{1} \cos \left( \frac{2\pi z}{a_{s}} \right), \quad z < D$$

(2)

$$V_{2}(z) = -A_{20} + A_{2} \cos \left[ \frac{\pi}{D}(z - D) \right], \quad D < z < z_{1}$$

(3)

$$V_{3}(z) = A_{3} \exp\left[-z(z - z_{1})\right], \quad z_{1} < z < z_{2}$$

(4)

$$V_{4}(z) = \frac{\exp\left[-A_{4}(z - z_{2})^{2} - 1\right]}{4(z - z_{2})}, \quad z_{2} < z$$

(5)

Here $D$ is the half-width of the film, and the origin is taken at the middle plane of the film. The potential Eqs. (2)–(5) has ten parameters: $A_{10}$, $A_{1}$, $A_{20}$, $A_{2}$, $A_{3}$, $A_{4}$, $x$, $z_{1}$, $z_{2}$, $z_{\text{im}}$ only four of them are independent. We choose $A_{10}$, $A_{1}$, $A_{2}$ and $\beta$ as adjustable parameters. The other six parameters are determined from the requirement of continuity of the potential and its first derivative everywhere in space. The first term of the potential [Eqs. (3)] describes the behaviour of the bulk potential that is terminated at the surface atomic layer. The parameters $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$ reproduce the width and position of the energy gap respectively. The solid–vacuum interface region is represented by Eqs. (3) and (4). The parameters $A_{2}$ and $\beta$ of Eq. (3) reproduce experimental or first-principles calculation values $E_{0}$ and $E_{1}$ of the s–p surface state and the first image state respectively, at the $\Gamma$ point. The intermediate point $z_{1}$ determined relative to the surface atomic layer is given by $z_{1} = 5\pi/(4\beta)$, and $E_{2}(z_{1}) = -A_{2}/\sqrt{2}$. The position of image plane $z_{\text{im}}$ is automatically obtained from the potential Eqs. (2)–(5) if the parameters $A_{1}$, $A_{10}$, $A_{2}$ and $\beta$ reproduce the key features of the bulk and surface electronic structure. We illustrate schematically the model potential Eqs.
gaps unknown from experiments we calculate the bulk electronic structure of simple metals using the bulk pseudopotential version. The electronic structure calculation of bulk Cu, Ag and Pd is carried out with the use of the bulk version of the LAPW method.

3. Calculation results and discussion

3.1. Li(110)

We have performed self-consistent pseudopotential calculations of the surface electronic structure of Li(110) for a 27-layer film. Some characteristics of this structure are presented in Table 1.

As follows from the calculation, there are no occupied surface states on this surface. An unoccupied resonance surface state is obtained just below the wide energy gap at \( E \). The first and second image states are found in the energy gap just below the upper edge of the gap [51]. Our calculated work function \( \phi = 3.35 \text{ eV} \) is in agreement with other calculation results [68,77,78] and the experimental value obtained for polycrystalline samples [76].

To fit the model potential parameters \( A_i \) and \( \Delta_{\text{vac}} \) we use the lower and upper edge positions of the energy gap found in our bulk calculation. The lower edge position is in excellent agreement with the results of other calculations performed within both the LDA [74,75,80] and the quasi-particle approximation [75], whereas there is some disagreement between the LDA and the quasi-particle evaluations for the upper edge. The LDA calculations [51,74,75] give for this position a value that is closer to the vacuum level by \( \sim 0.5 \text{ eV} \) than the quasi-particle theory does [75]. This shift can influence the first image state. Our pseudopotential calculation gives \( E_{1i} = -0.73 \text{ eV} \) relative to \( E_V \). It is located at \( -0.62 \text{ eV} \) relative to the LDA upper edge of the gap and at \( -0.02 \text{ eV} \) relative to the quasi-particle upper edge position. How does this proximity of an image state to the upper edge have an influence on its characteristics? As follows from IPE and 2PPE measurements [6,8,14,81,82], the \( n=1 \) state is located in the middle of the gap on
The use of the averaged local contribution only and the Cu(100), Ag(100), Pd(111) surfaces and energy of this state is ~0.55 eV relative to $E_v$. A different situation is observed for Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), where, as for Li(110), the upper edge of the energy gap is just below $E_v$ [3,4,6,14,81]. On Ag(111) and Cu(111) the $n=1$ state is located ~0.1 eV below the upper edge, and its energy is ~0.77 eV for Ag(111) [14,81] and ~0.82 eV for Cu(111) [14,16]. On Au(111) this state with the energy of ~0.80 eV degenerates with bulk states, i.e. it is above the upper edge. Following this analogy one can expect that the binding energy of the first image state on Li(110) may be increased from ~0.73 eV in the LDA calculation up to ~0.80 eV in the quasi-particle calculation. This 10% increase of the binding energy does not change significantly the properties of the $n=1$ state obtained in the present calculation. At the same time, lowering of the position of the upper energy gap edge can change the properties of the second image state. This state will degenerate with bulk states. As we concentrate mainly on the first image state (this state is used to fit the parameters $A$ and $\beta$), we utilize here the surface electronic structure data from the LDA calculation.

In Fig. 2 we compare the one-dimensional model potential calculated for Li(110) and the local part of the full screened non-local self-consistent pseudopotential averaged in a plane parallel to the surface (solid line), the model potential, reproducing correctly the energy gap width and position (dot-dashed line), and the model potential, reproducing the results of the calculation performed with use of the local part of the screened pseudopotential (dotted line) for Li(110). $z=0$ corresponds to the surface atomic layer position. Vertical solid lines represent atomic layers positions.
of the image state inside the crystal. In Table 1 we give the calculated penetration values $p_n$ for the $n=1, 2$ states (we assume that the crystal edge is located at half an interlayer spacing from the last atomic layer). $p_n$ is defined as a fraction of the $n$th image state in the bulk. The evaluated penetration $p_1 = 15.27 \%$ is significantly closer to that obtained for Cu(111) and Ag(111) than to that found for Cu(100) and Ag(100) [51]. The image states binding energies $E_2 = 0.217 \text{ eV}$, $E_3 = 0.100 \text{ eV}$, and $E_4 = 0.055 \text{ eV}$ found in the model potential calculation are in agreement with the $E_n$ values obtained from Eq. (1). The inaccuracy of the binding energies of the resonance surface states obtained from the one-dimensional model potential Schrödinger equation is explained by the use of the finite film thickness. The image plane position, $z_{im} = 3.21 \text{ a.u.}$, agrees well with the pseudopotential calculation result [68] and evaluation data of Appelbaum and Hamann [70] and Ossicini et al. [67].

3.2. Na(110)

In Table 2 we show some experimental and calculation data characterizing the electronic structure of Na(110). The projection of the bulk band structure of Na onto the (110) surface is similar to that of lithium. The lower edge position of the energy gap obtained from the pseudopotential evaluation of bulk band structure agrees well with other LDA [74,75] calculations and quasi-particle [75] results. So, we use $E(N_f) = 0.68 \text{ eV}$ together with our energy value of the upper edge to fit the non-local pseudopotential calculation as well as in that of the model calculation. One can see in Fig. 3 that the difference between these two curves is very small, especially in the vicinity of the surface atomic layer. Very similar results are obtained for the second image state and for the surface resonance. These results show that the model potential Eqs. (2)–(5) describes with high accuracy both the binding energies and wave functions of the image states as well as of the surface state.

The finite lifetime value of image states is due to the coupling to bulk and surface states. The decay into unoccupied states is accompanied by the creation of electron–hole pairs. A measure of this coupling is the charge fraction (penetration)
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Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1/2}^{lo}(F_{1})$</td>
<td>$-4.8^a$</td>
<td>$-4.3^b$</td>
<td>$-4.8^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{2/2}^{hi}(F_{2})$</td>
<td>$-3.5^a; 1.2^b$</td>
<td>$1.4$</td>
<td>$1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>$-2.8^a$</td>
<td>$-2.6^b; -2.8^b$</td>
<td>$-2.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>$0.95^a$</td>
<td>$-0.93^b$</td>
<td>$-0.95^a; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$</td>
<td>$-0.22^a$</td>
<td>$-0.24^b; 0.01$</td>
<td>$-0.24^b; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_4$</td>
<td>$-0.03^a$</td>
<td>$-0.06^b; 0.002$</td>
<td>$-0.06^b; 0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>$5.1^b$</td>
<td>$5.3^a; 5.4^b$</td>
<td>$5.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\xi_{in}$</td>
<td>$2.27; 1.51$</td>
<td>$2.57; 2.72$</td>
<td>$2.21$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ref. [94].

$^b$ Present calculation.

$^c$ Ref. [65].

$^d$ Ref. [67].

$^e$ Ref. [87,88].

$^f$ Ref. [89].

$^g$ Ref. [70].

$^h$ This value is obtained from the conventional Eq. (1), where $\mu=V/nE_{1/2}^{lo} - 1$. $E_1$ is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the $n=1$ image state.

| $n=1$ |  |  |
|-------|  |  |
| $E_1$ | $-0.95$ eV | $-0.95$ eV |
| $E_2$ | $-0.24$ eV | $-0.24$ eV |
| $E_3$ | $-0.06$ eV | $-0.06$ eV |
| $\phi$ | $5.35$ eV | $5.35$ eV |
| $\xi_{in}$ | $2.57$ eV | $2.57$ eV |

The Be(0001) surface (designations and units correspond to potential; good agreement is observed between the one-dimensional model potential Schrödinger equation eigenvalues and solutions of Eq. (1).

In Fig. 5 the vacuum density of states evaluated with the model potential is shown for energies just below $E_0$. This DOS has been obtained by integration of the local density of states $\text{DOS}(E)$ over the vacuum region. As can be seen in Fig. 5, there is a clear peak of the first image state at $-0.95$ eV in the DOS curve. Two other peaks correspond to the second and third image states. It is interesting to note that the clear peak of the first image state is also observed in the DOS curve that was obtained from a calculation with the local part of the full screened non-local pseudopotential averaged in a plane parallel to the surface. This remarkable feature differs drastically for the Be(0001) surface from other non-transition-metal surfaces. In particular, for Na(110), Mg(0001), Al(100), and Al(111) we could not obtain a clear DOS peak for the first image state. The only way to determine the $n=1$ state binding energy on these surfaces is weighting the film electron states with $n=1, 2$ are shown in the upper part of Fig. 4. The energies of these states are $E_1 = -0.95$ eV and $E_2 = -0.24$ eV. As in the case of Na(110), the $E_1$ and $E_2$ energies are determined by weighting the film electron states according to the fraction of the states in the vacuum region and to the position of the wave function node of these states relative to the crystal edge. The calculated work function value $\phi = 5.35$ eV agrees reasonably well with the experimental one obtained for polycrystalline samples [95] and with the evaluation result [90]. In contrast to Na(110), the image plane position obtained for Be(0001) is in good agreement with that found in Refs. [67,70] for the charge density parameter $\xi_{in}$ corresponding to bulk Be.

We fit the model potential parameters $A_1$ and $A_10$ to the experimental value [94] of the lower edge of the gap and to our bulk calculation result for the upper edge. The parameters $A_1$ and $\beta$ reproduce the experimental surface state energy at $\Gamma$ [87,88] and the calculated value $E_1 = -0.95$ eV. In Table 3 we show the binding energies of the $n=2, 3, 4$ image states and the image plane position obtained with the model potential; good agreement is observed between the one-dimensional model potential Schrödinger equation eigenvalues and solutions of Eq. (1).

![Fig. 5. Calculated vacuum density of states for Be(0001). The peaks corresponding to the $n=1, 2, 3$ image states are shown.](image-url)
understood as a consequence of the higher electron reflectivity of the Be crystal, compared with other simple metals, that originates from the wide energy gap at the \( \Gamma \) point. The existence of a clear peak in the DOS of Be(0001) assumes that it might be much easier to observe experimentally the first image state on this surface than on both the (111) and (100) surfaces of aluminum.

### 3.4 Mg(0001)

The projected bulk band structure of magnesium onto the (0001) surface has a narrow energy gap with a width that was found experimentally to be of 0.7 eV at \( \Gamma \) [96], and LDA calculations give a width around 0.35 eV (see Table 4). The present pseudopotential calculation of the surface electronic structure reproduces the LDA data published previously [89,99] and gives an energy of −0.78 eV for the first image state. The image plane position obtained, \( z_{\text{im}} = 3.66 \text{ a.u.} \), is in reasonable agreement with the results of Appelbaum and Hamann [70] and Lang and Kohn [65]; whereas the weighted density approximation calculation [67] places \( z_{\text{im}} \) closer to the surface atomic layer by 0.5 a.u.

To fit the parameters \( A_1 \) and \( A_{10} \), we use the positions of the energy gap edges found in angle-resolved photoemission measurements [96]. The parameters \( A_1 \) and \( b \) are fitted to reproduce the experimental value of the surface state binding energy within the experimental error and the pseudopotential evaluation binding energy of the first image state. The image plane position, \( z_{\text{im}} = 3.46 \text{ a.u.} \), obtained from the model potential calculation agrees with all available theoretical results.

#### 3.5 Al(100) and Al(111)

The Al(100) surface is one of the most studied theoretically among simple metal surfaces. However, in contrast to the case of surface states detected experimentally at different symmetry points [100–102] and obtained theoretically [38,40,103–109], no measurements of image states have been performed for Al(100). Theoretical calculations of the first image state energy give values lying in a wide energy interval: from \(-1.0\text{ eV}\) to \(-0.4\text{ eV}\) (see Table 5). On the one hand, this large spread in energy may be attributed to the resonance character of the image state, and on the other hand to different positions of the image plane used in the calculations. As we have shown for Li(110), the \( z_{\text{im}} \) value does not influence seriously the binding energy of the image states. The same occurs for Be(0001) and aluminium surfaces. So, one can expect that the real origin of the large spread in binding energy values is the resonance nature of the image state, i.e. theoretical results may depend on the way of weighting resonance states. Our slab pseudopotential calculation describes very well the surface electronic structure of Al(100). In particular, it gives a binding energy of \(-2.76\text{ eV}\) for the surface state at \( \Gamma \) that is in excellent agreement with photoemission measurements [100–102]. It gives a first image state binding energy of \( E_{\text{im}} = -0.88 \text{ eV} \), which agrees well with the results by Finocchi et al. [41]. Jurczyszyn and

### Table 4

The Mg(0001) surface (designations and units correspond to those in Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics, Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{im}}^\text{Be} ) ((\text{eV}))</td>
<td>-1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-1.58, -1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{im}}^\text{Al} ) ((\text{eV}))</td>
<td>-0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-1.11, -1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{im}}^\text{Li} ) ((\text{eV}))</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi ) ((\text{eV}))</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>3.75, 4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_{\text{im}} )</td>
<td>3.66/3.96 (b)</td>
<td>3.15/3.33 (b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ref. [96].
* Ref. [78].
* Ref. [74].
* Ref. [79].
* Present calculation.
* Ref. [65].
* Ref. [97].
* Ref. [67].
* Ref. [98].
* Ref. [70].
* Ref. [99].

This value is obtained from the conventional Eq. (1), where \( a = \sqrt{3} \text{ a.u.} \) and \( E_{\text{i}} \) is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the \( n = 1 \) image state.
The Al(100) surface (designations and units correspond to those in Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Ga}^{+}}$ ($E_{1}$)</td>
<td>−2.83 eV</td>
<td>−2.80 eV, −2.98 eV, −3.53 eV, −3.56 eV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Ga}^{-}}$ ($E_{2}$)</td>
<td>−1.15 eV</td>
<td>−1.76 eV, −1.14 eV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Al}^{+}}$</td>
<td>−2.75 eV, −3.27 eV, −2.74 eV, −2.65 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Al}^{-}}$</td>
<td>−0.88 eV, −0.88 eV, −0.40 eV, −0.88 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Ga}^{+}}$</td>
<td>−0.21 eV, −0.19 eV, −0.25 eV, −0.23 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Ga}^{-}}$</td>
<td>−0.09 eV, −0.05 eV, −0.01 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Al}^{+}}$</td>
<td>−0.05 eV, −0.06 eV, −0.03 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{Al}^{-}}$</td>
<td>−0.08 eV, −0.05 eV, −0.03 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>4.41 eV, 4.2 eV, 4.41 eV, 4.41 eV, 4.41 eV, 4.2 eV, 4.2 eV, 4.2 eV, 4.2 eV, 4.2 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{\text{Ga}}$</td>
<td>−3.15 eV, 3.45 eV, 3.44 eV, 3.44 eV, 3.44 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{\text{Al}}$</td>
<td>2.48 eV, 3.23 eV, 2.95 eV, 3.0 eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ref. [100].
$^b$ Ref. [101].
$^c$ Ref. [110].
$^d$ Ref. [119].
$^e$ Ref. [102].
$^f$ Ref. [103].
$^g$ Ref. [111].
$^h$ Ref. [104].
$^i$ Ref. [105].
$^j$ Ref. [106].
$^k$ Ref. [107].
$^l$ Ref. [108].
$^m$ Ref. [116].
$^n$ Ref. [117].
$^o$ Ref. [38].

This value is obtained from the conventional Eq (1), where $a = \sqrt{\frac{E_{\text{Ga}^{-}}}{E_{\text{Ga}^{+}}}} - 1$. $E_{1}$ is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the $\sigma$=1 image state.

Stešlicka [36], and Nekovee and Inglesfield [39]. A larger difference is observed with the value of $E_{1}$ obtained by Eguiluz and coworkers [38,45]. In part, (−0.15 eV) this discrepancy may be related to the different $z_{\text{Ga}}$ values found in the present work and in Ref. [38]. In their pseudopotential calculation of image states Eguiluz and coworkers [38,45] used $z_{\text{Ga}}$=2.62 a.u. resulting from the electronic self-energy evaluation of the jellium slab [38]. Decreasing $z_{\text{Ga}}$ by 0.5 a.u. we find $E_{1}$=−0.72 eV, which is still significantly larger than that obtained in Ref. [38]. The reason for the remaining part of this discrepancy is still unclear to us. To verify our result for $E_{1}$ we performed the calculations for 27- and 301-layer films with the local part of the screened pseudopotential averaged in the $x$, $y$ plane. For the 27-layer film this potential gives practically the same result as the three-dimensional non-local pseudopotential. A very similar value is obtained from the evaluation of a 301-layer film. The calculated work function is fairly close to the experimental value of 4.4 eV and agrees with other calculation results. Our value of $z_{\text{Ga}}$=3.15 a.u. is in reasonable agreement with the calculations that take into account the crystal structure of the Al(100) surface [37,68,116,117].

To determine the model potential parameters $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$ we utilize the experimentally found [100] positions of the lower and upper edges of the energy gap. The parameters $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$ are fitted to reproduce the experimental value of the binding energy of the surface state [100] within the experimental error and the pseudopotential calculation value $E_{1}$=−0.88 eV of the first image state. Our results for binding energies of the excited image states are in agreement with those found from Eq. (1) with $E_{1}$=−0.88 eV. Some disagreement is observed with the calculations [37–39] for the second image state, whereas our value of $E_{1}$ is very close to that obtained in Ref. [41]. The image plane position, $z_{\text{Ga}}$=3.44 a.u., found with the model potential agrees well with the value of $z_{\text{Ga}}$ calculated by Lang and Kohn [65] and Radny [37]. In contrast to other simple metal surfaces, three measurements have been performed to determine the binding energy of the first image state on the Al(111) surface [48–50]. All of them give $E_{1}$=−0.5 eV below the vacuum level, whereas theoretical calculations lead to energies lying in a wide interval from −0.40 eV to −1.0 eV (see
The Al(111) surface (designations and units correspond to tent pseudopotential calculation gives the surface state energy at \( I \) in excellent agreement with both experimental values [118] and other calculation values [109,119,120], whereas the first image state energy \( E_1 = -0.79 \) eV agrees only qualitatively with available experimental data. Good agreement is observed with the calculations by Finochi et al. [41] and by Fondin et al. [28]. The discrepancy with the evaluation by Jurczyszyn and Steşlicka may be attributed partly to the small value of \( z_m = 2.2 \) a.u. used in Ref. [34]. This value of \( z_m \) coincides with the jellium edge position of Al(111). Some part of the discrepancy with \( E_1 = -0.4 \) eV, found in Ref. [45], may also be attributed to the smaller \( z_m = 2.6 \) a.u. utilized by Heinrichsmeier et al. [45]. As mentioned in Section 1, the large difference between the calculated values of \( E_1 \) was –0.8 to –1.0 eV and that measured by Heskett et al. [48] of \( E_1 = -0.54 \) eV may be explained by the relatively low resolution of the IPE spectroscopy technique. The discrepancy with other IPE experiments [49] may be attributed to an interpretation of the IPE data based on preliminary calculation results by Papadia et al. [26]. New calculations carried out by the same group gave \( E_1 \approx -1 \) eV [28]. At the same time Bulović et al. [50] have obtained \( E_1 \approx -0.45 \) eV based on an extremely weak feature of the 2PPE spectra. So, both experimental and theoretical investigations of the image state on Al(111) show a very weak character of the resonance image state on this surface and illustrate problems arising from this character in the study of this state. The image plane position we obtain is in reasonable agreement with both the lattice and the jellium model evaluation results. The maximum discrepancy is observed with the electronic self-energy calculation by White et al. [69] and Heinrichsmeier et al. [45], and with the jellium evaluation by Lang and Kohn [65] of a response of a metal surface to an external electric field. The self-energy calculations place \( z_m \) closer to the surface atomic layer by \( -0.6 \) a.u. than our evaluation does, whereas the linear response calculation shifts \( z_m \) outwards by \( -0.6 \) a.u. [65].

The model potential parameters \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are fitted to our calculated position of the lower and

---

**Table 6.** Simplified models [33,34] and the first-principles calculation [45] give \( E_1 \approx -0.5 \) eV, whereas in the calculations [28,41] a value of \( E_1 \approx -0.9 \) eV has been obtained. Our self-consistent pseudopotential calculation gives the surface state energy at \( I \) in excellent agreement with both experimental values [118] and other calculation values [109,119,120], whereas the first image state energy \( E_1 = -0.79 \) eV agrees only qualitatively with available experimental data. Good agreement is observed with the calculations by Finochi et al. [41] and by Fondin et al. [28]. The discrepancy with the evaluation by Jurczyszyn and Steşlicka may be attributed partly to the small value of \( z_m = 2.2 \) a.u. used in Ref. [34]. This value of \( z_m \) coincides with the jellium edge position of Al(111). Some part of the discrepancy with \( E_1 = -0.4 \) eV, found in Ref. [45], may also be attributed to the smaller \( z_m = 2.6 \) a.u. utilized by Heinrichsmeier et al. [45]. As mentioned in Section 1, the large difference between the calculated values of \( E_1 \) was –0.8 to –1.0 eV and that measured by Heskett et al. [48] of \( E_1 = -0.54 \) eV may be explained by the relatively low resolution of the IPE spectroscopy technique. The discrepancy with other IPE experiments [49] may be attributed to an interpretation of the IPE data based on preliminary calculation results by Papadia et al. [26]. New calculations carried out by the same group gave \( E_1 \approx -1 \) eV [28]. At the same time Bulović et al. [50] have obtained \( E_1 \approx -0.45 \) eV based on an extremely weak feature of the 2PPE spectra. So, both experimental and theoretical investigations of the image state on Al(111) show a very weak character of the resonance image state on this surface and illustrate problems arising from this character in the study of this state. The image plane position we obtain is in reasonable agreement with both the lattice and the jellium model evaluation results. The maximum discrepancy is observed with the electronic self-energy calculation by White et al. [69] and Heinrichsmeier et al. [45], and with the jellium evaluation by Lang and Kohn [65] of a response of a metal surface to an external electric field. The self-energy calculations place \( z_m \) closer to the surface atomic layer by \( -0.6 \) a.u. than our evaluation does, whereas the linear response calculation shifts \( z_m \) outwards by \( -0.6 \) a.u. [65].

The model potential parameters \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are fitted to our calculated position of the lower and
upper edges of the energy gap, $\Delta_{1}$ and $\beta$, reproduce our pseudopotential calculation binding energies of both the surface state and the first image state. Some results obtained with this potential are listed in Table 6 and, as can be seen, our $E_{1}$ value agrees well with that found by Finocchi et al. [41] but only semi-quantitatively with data from Refs. [34, 37]. The image plane position found with the model potential lies between the pseudopotential calculation value and that obtained by Lang and Kohn [65] and Schreier and Rebentrost [121] from the jellium model.

3.6 Cu(100) and Cu(111)

Cu(100) is one of the most studied of metal surfaces. Numerous calculations and measurements of the electronic structure have been performed for this surface (e.g. see Refs. [10, 25, 123–125]). High precision measurements of the binding energies of the $n=1, 2, 3, 4$ image states have been done by 2PPE [14, 126]. Cu(100) is the only surface for which very accurate values of the image states lifetime have been obtained experimentally for $n=1, 2, \ldots, 6$ [17]. Therefore, one can consider Cu(100) as one of the best candidates to verify any model pretending to describe and predict characteristics of the image potential states. In Table 7 we show a list of experimentally and theoretically determined electronic properties of Cu(100). The fourth column of Table 7 shows data $E(x_{1})$, $E(x_{2})$, $E_{1}$, $E_{2}$ used to fit the model potential parameters and energies $E_{1}$, $E_{2}$, $E_{3}$ obtained with this potential. Of the excited image states only $E_{2}$ was measured by 2PPE [126]. Our value $E_{2} = -0.18$ eV is in excellent agreement with this result. In Table 7 we compare the binding energies for the $n=2, 3, 4$ states obtained by direct solution of the Schrödinger equation using the model potential Eqs. (2)-(5) with those obtained from Eq. (1). The difference between these values does not exceed 6%.

Table 7 The Cu(100) surface (designations and units correspond to those in Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1}$</td>
<td>$-0.5^*$</td>
<td>$-0.8^*$</td>
<td>$-0.5^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{2}$</td>
<td>$-0.1^*$</td>
<td>$-0.1^*$</td>
<td>$-0.1^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{3}$</td>
<td>$-0.06^*$</td>
<td>$-0.09^*$</td>
<td>$-0.083^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{4}$</td>
<td>$-0.068^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$-0.061^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{1}$</td>
<td>$3.4^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.4^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{2}$</td>
<td>$-0.3^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.2^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{3}$</td>
<td>$-0.3^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.13^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>$4.52^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.54^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$1.06^\circ$</td>
<td>$2.4^\circ$</td>
<td>$2.27^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ref. [74] *Ref. [125]
*Ref. [127] *Ref. [124]
*Ref. [127] *Ref. [130]
*Ref. [130] *Ref. [9].

that obtained from the present evaluation. Excellent agreement between these functions emphasizes, on the one hand, the small role of the surface corrugation in the formation of image potential states on Cu(100). On the other hand, this agreement testifies to the very good quality of the wave functions generated with the model potential Eqs. (2)-(5). The penetration $P_{1}=5\%$ agrees well with the FLAPW and wave function matching technique results [25].

In Table 7 we compare our image plane position value with those obtained with the use of different approaches [9, 30, 31, 116, 131]. Smith et al. [131]
and Jennings et al. [116] used Eq. (5) to describe the potential for \( z > z_{im} \). For \( z < z_{im} \) they utilized a model that is very different from Eqs. (3) and (4). Their model potential parameters were fitted to reproduce the FLAPW potential behaviour in the region close to the surface where the LDA gives an accurate description of the potential and the charge density distribution. Nevertheless, despite a different form of our potential and the potential of Refs. [116,131] and completely different physical quantities taken to fit the parameters of the models, we have very good agreement with \( z_{im} \) values calculated in Refs. [116,131]. The value of \( z_{im} = 2.18 \) a.u. has been obtained by Smith et al. [131] by fitting the JJJ model potential [132] to the first and second image state energies within the two-band model [29]. From Table 7, it follows that a good agreement is also observed with the value of \( z_{im} \) found by Weinert et al. [30], who used another approximation for the description of a potential in the solid–vacuum interface region, and with the results of Refs. [9,31] where a simplified form of the crystal potential was used.

The Cu(111) surface represents another kind of the image potential states. On this surface the energy gap is located below the vacuum level (upper edge of the gap is 0.7 eV below \( E_V \)) and the first image state is at the top of this gap — just below the upper edge of the gap. All other image states degenerate with the bulk states. Such a position of the first image state influences its properties. In particular, the penetration of the \( n=1 \) state on this surface is greater than that on Cu(100) (see Tables 7 and 8). It leads to a shorter lifetime of the \( n=1 \) state on Cu(111) [16,17,23,57]. At the same time, owing to a resonance character of the second image state its lifetime is shorter than that of the \( n=1 \) state lifetime [16].

In Table 8 we present some experimental and theoretical data for the Cu(111) surface (designations and units correspond to Fig. 6. The probability amplitude of the \( n=1, 2, 3, \) and 4 image states obtained from the model potential calculation are shown for the Cu(100) surface. Vertical solid lines represent atomic layers positions. \( z=0 \) corresponds to the surface atomic layer potential position. Asterisks represent the probability amplitude of the \( n=1 \) image state for Cu(100) obtained from FLAPW calculation [25].

![Cu(111) surface](image)

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_{im}) (L1)</td>
<td>–0.90 ± 0.20(^a)</td>
<td>–0.93(^b), –0.89(^b), –0.89(^b)</td>
<td>–0.89(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{im}) (L2)</td>
<td>–0.39(^b), –0.39(^b)</td>
<td>–0.39(^b), –0.39(^b), –0.39(^b)</td>
<td>–0.39(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{1})</td>
<td>–0.85(^b), –0.85(^b), –0.85(^b)</td>
<td>–0.76(^b), –0.81(^b), –0.82(^b)</td>
<td>–0.82(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{2})</td>
<td>–0.84(^b), –0.84(^b)</td>
<td>–0.80(^b), –0.80(^b)</td>
<td>–0.80(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{3})</td>
<td>–0.25(^b), –0.26(^b), –0.26(^b)</td>
<td>–0.20(^b), –0.22(^b), –0.22(^b)</td>
<td>–0.22(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{4})</td>
<td>–0.90(^b)</td>
<td>–0.90(^b)</td>
<td>–0.90(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{im})</td>
<td>–0.053(^b)</td>
<td>–0.053(^b)</td>
<td>–0.053(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{z})</td>
<td>–79.0(^d)</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>22.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\theta})</td>
<td>0.94(^d), 0.94(^d)</td>
<td>5.13(^d), 5.13(^d), 5.13(^d)</td>
<td>5.13(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_{im})</td>
<td>–2.18 a.u.</td>
<td>2.14(^d), 2.35(^d), 2.35(^d)</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ref. [127]. \(^b\) Ref. [131]. \(^c\) Present LAPW calculation. \(^d\) Ref. [134].

This value is obtained from the conventional Eq. (1), where \( a = \sqrt{\omega_{im}/2E_i - 1} \). \( E_i \) is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the \( n=1 \) image state.
characterizing the electronic structure of Cu(111). Comparing the calculated binding energy of the $n=2$ state with available experimental [16,140] and theoretical [30,46] results one can conclude that good agreement is observed with these data. The binding energies of higher image states obtained by direct calculation of the one-dimensional model potential Schrödinger equation agree well with those found from Eq. (1).

As in the case of Cu(100), our value of $z_{im}$ for Cu(111) agrees very well with the results of other calculations [30,116,131]. Comparison of the calculated image plane positions for Cu(100) and Cu(111) with reference to the surface atomic layer shows that one can use $z_{im} \approx 2.2$ a.u. for both these surfaces. With reference to the geometrical edge this value is $z_{im} = 0.23$ a.u. for Cu(111) and $z_{im} = 0.49$ a.u. for Cu(100).

3.7. Ag(100) and Ag(111)

In Table 9 we show some experimental and theoretical data characterizing the electronic structure of Ag(100). To determine the model potential parameters $A_s$ and $A_u$ we have used the IPE measured position of the lower edge of the energy gap [10] and the upper edge position obtained from our LAPW bulk calculation. The parameters $A_s$ and $\beta$ are found by reproducing the experimental resonance surface state binding energy $E_0 \approx 1.3$ eV [10] and the first image state binding energy $E_1 = -0.53$ eV obtained with the use of 2PPE [126]. Comparing our results for the binding energies $E_2$ and $E_3$ with available experimental [14,126] and theoretical [14,30,43] results one can see good agreement with those data.

Our penetration values $p_s$ and $p_u$ compared with those estimated from the FLAPW evaluation [43], show a qualitative agreement with the first-principles calculation results. From Table 7 it follows that the $p_u$ values of the image states on Ag(100) are very similar to those on Cu(100). One can also see from Table 9 that for Ag(100) fair agreement is observed between the image plane positions obtained from different methods. Our value $z_{im} = 2.06$ a.u. agrees acceptably well with that found by Ortuno and Echenique [31] and Smith et al. [131]. Worse agreement is observed with the $z_{im}$ values calculated by Weinert et al. [30] and Aers and Inglesfield [142]. Weinert et al. [30] used a wave function matching technique that closely connects the image plane position with the image states binding energies. For $E_1 = -0.62$ eV they obtained $z_{im} = 2.64$ a.u. At the same time, a qualitative analysis of the problem [30,31,39,40,131] shows that upon decreasing $z_{im}$ the image state energy also decreases. Therefore, the use of the 2PPE measured value $E_1 = -0.53$ eV instead of $E_1 = -0.62$ eV should give a smaller value $z_{im}$. A graphical solution of the problem for this energy (see fig. 2 of Ref. [30] illustrating the problem for the Cu(100) surface) gives $z_{im} \approx 2.25$ a.u. We assume that the dependence of $z_{im}$ on the image state energy is the same for Ag(100) because of the very close similarity of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 9

The Ag(100) surface (designations and units correspond to those in Table 1)

- $E_{im} (E_p) = 1.6$ eV
- $E_{im} (E_p) = 6.43, 6.64$ eV
- $E_0 = 1.3$ eV
- $E_1 = -0.53$ eV
- $E_2 = -0.073$ eV
- $E_3 = -0.069$ eV
- $E_4 = -0.040$ eV
- $p_1 = -5.80, 4.3$ eV
- $p_2 = -<4.00$ eV
- $p_3 = -0.04$
- $p_4 = -0.15$
- $\theta = 4.43, 4.53, 4.95$
- $\gamma = 4.43, 4.53, 4.95$
- $z_{im} = 2.06, 2.06, 1.73$

$^a$ Ref. [10]; $^b$ Ref. [142]; $^c$ Present LAPW calculation; $^d$ Ref. [143]; $^e$ Ref. [74]; $^f$ Ref. [131]; $^g$ Ref. [30]; $^h$ Ref. [43]; $^i$ Ref. [31]; $^j$ Ref. [142]; $^k$ Ref. [131]; $^l$ Ref. [14].

This value is obtained from the conventional Eq. (1), where $E_1 = -0.53$ eV is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the n=1 image state.
tally at low temperature. The model potential $J_{b}$ was fitted to the FLAPW calculations. The main difference between the Au(111) and Cu(111) (or Ag(111)) surfaces is that on Cu(111) the electronic structure of Au(100) was studied with the use of IPE spectroscopy [10,42,44,129] for both these structures. On both of these surfaces the first image state has been found, whereas the resonance surface state has been observed only on the metastable (1 x 1) surface.

It is well known that the stable crystal structure of Au(100) exhibits a (5 x 20) reconstruction [146]. The crystal structure (1 x 1) typical for the FCC(100) surfaces can be stabilized by impurities or defects [147,148]. The unoccupied surface electronic structure of Au(100) was studied with the use of IPE spectroscopy [10,42,44,129] for both these crystal structures. On both of these surfaces the first image state has been found, whereas the resonance surface state has been observed only on the metastable (1 x 1) surface.

The difference between $E_{i}$ values measured on the (5 x 20) and (1 x 1) surfaces does not exceed 0.1 eV. We have used the experimental values $E_{i} = -1.5$ eV and $E_{i} = -0.63$ eV to determine the parameters $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$. To fit the parameters $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$, the IPE-measured position of the lower edge of the energy gap [10] and the calculated value [149] of the upper edge were utilized. The calculated binding energies of the $n=2$, 3, 4 image states, together with other results, are presented in Table 11. A comparison of the evaluated penetration values of $p_{c}$ with those of Cu(100) and Ag(100) shows that a larger fraction of the image states wave functions penetrates into the bulk in the case of Au(100) than in the case of Cu(100) and Ag(100). Therefore, according to the penetration argument [52–54] one can expect a shorter lifetime of the image states on Cu(100) than on the (100) surfaces of Cu and Ag. As for the IPE plane position, our $z_{m}=1.68$ a.u. value is in excellent agreement with $z_{m}=1.68$ a.u. obtained by Smith et al. [131] by fitting the JJJ model potential to the first and second image state energies within the two-band gap model [29]. Both of these positions are inside the crystal, in contrast to $z_{m}=2.41$ a.u. obtained with the use of the JJJ model potential that was fitted to the FLAPW potential averaged in the $x$, $y$ plane in the surface region [116,131].

Table 10. A comparison of the evaluated penetration values of $p_{c}$ with those of Cu(100) and Ag(100) shows that a larger fraction of the image states wave functions penetrates into the bulk in the case of Au(100) than in the case of Cu(100) and Ag(100). Therefore, according to the penetration argument [52–54] one can expect a shorter lifetime of the image states on Cu(100) than on the (100) surfaces of Cu and Ag. As for the IPE plane position, our $z_{m}=1.68$ a.u. value is in excellent agreement with $z_{m}=1.68$ a.u. obtained by Smith et al. [131] by fitting the JJJ model potential to the first and second image state energies within the two-band gap model [29]. Both of these positions are inside the crystal, in contrast to $z_{m}=2.41$ a.u. obtained with the use of the JJJ model potential that was fitted to the FLAPW potential averaged in the $x$, $y$ plane in the surface region [116,131].

The main difference between the Au(111) and Cu(111) (or Ag(111)) surfaces is that on Cu(111)
The first image state is located at the top of the energy gap, whereas on Au(111) this state degenerates with bulk states [14,150,151]. The upper edge of the energy gap on Au(111) is \(~\)\(E\)\)~\(\approx\)\) the edge of the energy gap on Au(111) is \(~\)\(E\)\)~\(\approx\)\) at the top of the energy gap, whereas on Au(111) this state degenerates with bulk states [14,150,151].

\[ E^{\text{bulk}} \approx E^{\text{surface}} \]

The upper edge of the energy gap, whereas on Au(111) this state degenerates with bulk states [14,150,151].

The use of Eq. (1) gives an anomalously small value of \( z_{\text{im}} \), which is in much better agreement with our \( z_{\text{im}} \) value. This is the reason for the good agreement with our \( z_{\text{im}} \) value.

\[ E_{1} = -0.6 \text{ eV} \]

Again, as occurs for the Au(100) surface, our value of \( z_{\text{im}} \) is very close to \( z_{\text{im}} \) obtained by Smith et al. [151].

\[ E_{1} = -0.6 \text{ eV} \]

A graphical solution of the problem for \( E_{1} = -0.6 \text{ eV} \) (see fig. 2 of Ref. [131]) gives \( z_{\text{im}} \approx 1.1 \text{ a.u.} \), which is in much better agreement with our \( z_{\text{im}} \) value.

\[ E_{1} = -0.6 \text{ eV} \]

The surface electronic structure of Pd(111) is quite different from that of Cu(111), Ag(111),
and Au(111). In particular, on Pd(111) the lower edge of the energy gap is above the Fermi level, and all image states are located just above the middle of the gap. From this point of view the Pd(111) surface is more similar to the (100) surface than to that of the (111) of Cu, Ag, and Au. In contrast to Cu(111), the surface state on Pd(111) is unoccupied at the Fermi point. The energies \( E_A \) and \( E_1 \) have been measured with the use of both IPE and 2PPE spectroscopies [82,155,156]. For the surface state these measurements gave a practically identical result of \( E_B = 0.13 \) eV. For the first image state they gave quite different values of \( E_A \); to fit the parameters \( A_2 \) and \( B_2 \) we have used the 2PPE-measured value of \( E_B = 0.55 \) eV [155]. To determine \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) we utilized the positions of the lower and upper edges of the energy gap obtained from our LAPW bulk calculation. Table 13 lists some model potential calculation results and other theoretical and experimental data and, as can be seen, our \( E_B \) value agrees well with experimental [155] and calculation [82,155] results. For higher image states an excellent agreement is found with the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the \( n = 1 \) image state.

A comparison of our \( z_{nm} \) value with those obtained from other calculations shows extremely good agreement with the \( z_{nm} \) value obtained by Hulbert et al. [82] and with \( z_{nm} \) found in the self-energy calculation of the seven- to nine-layer films of Pd(111) [45], and large disagreement with the one found by Lenac et al. [32]. The slight discrepancy with the calculation [131] may be due to the use of a value of \( E_L = 0.55 \) eV which should increase \( z_{nm} \) thus leading to a better agreement with our result.

In contrast to the Pd(111) surface, for Pd(100) there are no available experimental data on unoccupied electron states. The only HREELS measurement gave for two image states \( E_B = 0.95 \) eV and \( E_{1} = 0.19 \) eV [161]. It seems that the first image state energy is too large for a state located inside the energy gap. This result may be influenced significantly by the low resolution of the HREELS technique [161]. In order to determine the parameters \( A_2 \) and \( B_2 \) in describing the energy gap we have utilized our LAPW bulk calculation data (see Table 14). The evaluated positions \( E_{1+} = 3.5 \) eV and \( E_{2+} = 10.6 \) eV, of the lower and upper edges, respectively, of the energy gap are in good agreement with other calculations [74,157]. To obtain the parameters \( A_2 \) and \( B_2 \) we use the resonance surface state energy \( E_{10} = 1.9 \) eV found in our LAPW film calculation. Because of the absence of any IP or 2PPE measurement of the binding

### Table 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>LAPW calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_B ) (eV)</td>
<td>0.09; 1.06; 0.7; 1.38</td>
<td>0.7; 1.28; 1.17; 1.3</td>
<td>( 0.54 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{10} ) (eV)</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>7.3; 7.6; 7.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_1 ) (eV)</td>
<td>1.37, 1.26</td>
<td>1.28; 1.17; 1.3</td>
<td>( 0.54 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ref. [157]
* Ref. [14]
* Ref. [153]
* Ref. [131]
* Ref. [80]
* Ref. [155]
* Ref. [156]
* Ref. [158]
* Ref. [14]
* Ref. [82]
* Ref. [155]
* Ref. [159]
* Ref. [82]
* Ref. [155]
* Ref. [14]
* Ref. [153]
* Ref. [156]
* Ref. [158]

This value is obtained from the conventional Eq. (1), where \( A_{10} \) is the experimental or first-principles calculation energy value of the \( n = 1 \) image state.
The Pd(100) surface (designations and units correspond to self-consistent calculation by Heinrichsmeier et al. [45]). The calculated penetration values of image states on Pd(100) are smaller than those on Pd(111); therefore, one can expect a longer lifetime for image states on Pd(100). On the other hand, the phase space available for decay of an electron from image state to final (unoccupied) states is significantly larger for Pd(100) than for Pd(111). Therefore, the role of final states may be dominant on the Pd(100) surface, leading to a shorter lifetime value of image states on this surface.

### 4. General discussion and conclusion

The present calculations demonstrate in accordance with other evaluations [28,36,39,41] that the binding energy of the first image state on simple metal surfaces lies in an energy interval from $\sim -1.0$ eV to $\sim -0.7$ eV. Other calculations [33,34,37,38] performed for the aluminium surface (111) and (100) give $E_1 \approx -0.5$ eV in agreement with available experimental data [40–50] for Al(111). Because of very weak character of the feature in the spectra, corresponding to the first image state on Al(111), and the low resolution of the IPE spectroscopy technique, it is very difficult to expect that these experiments can provide compelling evidence that the binding energy of the $n=1$ state is about of $-0.5$ eV. The Be(0001) surface could be a very good object to observe a resonance image state. In contrast to the case of Al(111), the calculated density of states for Be(0001) has a clear peak corresponding to the first image state. The measurement of the $n=1$ state on Be(0001) could give additional information about the binding energy value of this state on Al(111), since it is difficult to expect a qualitatively different behaviour of image states on these close-packed surfaces. The main distinction between these two surfaces with respect to image states is the different electron reflectivity, produced by the bulk band structure. The Au(111) surface can provide another indirect argument in favour of the binding energy to be about $-0.8$ eV. On Au(111) the first image state is the typical resonance one, which is easily seen from the calculated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Model potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$3.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-2$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$2.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-3$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$1.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-4$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-5$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-6$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-7$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-8$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-9$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1\text{im}}(eV)$</td>
<td>$-10$</td>
<td>$3.9^a$, $3.3^b$</td>
<td>$0.0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ref. [64]. $^b$ Ref. [163].

The binding energy of the first image state on simple metal surfaces lies in an energy interval from $\sim -1.0$ eV to $\sim -0.7$ eV. Other calculations [33,34,37,38] performed for the aluminium surfaces (111) and (100) give $E_1 \approx -0.5$ eV in agreement with available experimental data [40–50] for Al(111).
density of states and from 2PPE measurement [151].

Our model potential describes one of the key quantities used in the calculations of the image states lifetime, namely, wave functions of image states, in excellent agreement with those obtained from the first principles calculations. The evaluation of the lifetime of image states for the Cu(100) and Cu(111) surfaces [57] shows good agreement with recent TR2PPE measurements [16,17,23] and emphasizes the crucial need of a precise description of the image state wave function. Moreover, this model potential describes accurately the wave function of the n = 0 s–p surface state at the F point.

The self-energy calculation [168] of the linewidth of this occupied state at F leads to excellent agreement with recent very high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission measurements for Cu(111) [169,170] and with scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) experiments for Ag(111) [171]. The calculated inelastic linewidth for Cu(111) has been found to be of 25 meV, whereas the measurements give 21 ± 5 meV [170] and 30 meV [169]. For the surface state linewidth on Ag(111) the calculation gives 3.2 meV, and the STS-measured value is 4.8 ± 1.2 meV [171].

Our model potential calculations give the new set of image plane position values for simple and noble metal surfaces. In general, these values are smaller than those obtained from evaluations of the linear response to a test charge for simple metal surfaces. At the same time the GW self-energy calculations place zim closer to the surface atomic layer than our calculations do. In the case of noble metals our zim values agree well with those obtained by Smith et al. [131] within a phase-shift model combined with the two-band approximation and with those found by Jennings et al. [116] from the surface charge density profile. Excellent agreement is observed with zim obtained from the electronic self-energy calculations for Pd(111) and Pd(100) [45].
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Appendix A

Table 15 gives the model potential parameters A10, A1, A2, β and interlayer spacing value As. All other model potential parameters are obtained from these using the requirement of continuity of the potential and its first derivative everywhere in space.

Table 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>As (a.u.)</th>
<th>A10 (eV)</th>
<th>A1 (eV)</th>
<th>A2 (eV)</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li(110)</td>
<td>4.667</td>
<td>−7.768</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.2425</td>
<td>2.0760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(110)</td>
<td>5.735</td>
<td>−6.100</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.8710</td>
<td>2.8934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be(0001)</td>
<td>4.923</td>
<td>−10.500</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.2600</td>
<td>4.7223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al(100)</td>
<td>5.380</td>
<td>−15.600</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.0160</td>
<td>5.1258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al(111)</td>
<td>4.388</td>
<td>−15.700</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.9500</td>
<td>5.7276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(100)</td>
<td>3.415</td>
<td>−11.400</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>3.7820</td>
<td>2.5390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(111)</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>−11.893</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>4.3279</td>
<td>3.9416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(100)</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>−9.300</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>3.8808</td>
<td>2.4222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>−9.640</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>3.8442</td>
<td>2.5649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(100)</td>
<td>3.833</td>
<td>−10.810</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>6.0690</td>
<td>3.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>−11.030</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.8576</td>
<td>2.8259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd(111)</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>−8.570</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>4.8728</td>
<td>1.9071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd(100)</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>−8.480</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>5.0481</td>
<td>1.8460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
References